Amid COVID-19 Concerns, Pool Operating Normally
As concern about the novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) persist, we have taken steps to ensure that
the pool remains open, and maintains normal hours of operation with no limitation on participant
functionality. Given the market environment and recent Federal Reserve actions, we’ve provided
several updates just in the last few days, posted both online and sent directly to participants, and
we’ll continue to provide updates as news develops.
The SBA and Federated stand ready to guide participants through any operational challenges they
may face. Staff can assist with any special requests and we remind participants they can perform
all account transactions online (or from a smart phone or tablet) in the event their own
employees are out of the office.
For any account assistance, please contact the SBA’s pool line at (850) 488-7311 or via email at
localgovpool@sbafla.com or visit our website, https://www.sbafla.com/prime/
WATCH FOR FRAUD: Several agencies have reported that criminals are capitalizing on fear about
the Coronavirus to gain access to confidential information, often with a goal to steal your money
and/or identity. Scams have included phishing emails that appear to be from health agencies, fake
charities, and more. Be vigilant – do not click on links in emails you were not expecting. If you are
ever in doubt no matter how you are contacted (even if it appears to be from Florida PRIME), get
in touch with us immediately by calling (850) 488-7311 to report potential fraud including
suspicious emails.

An investment in the Pool is not insured or guaranteed by any government or government agency. Although the manager of
the Pool seeks to preserve principal, it is possible to lose money by depositing money in the Pool.
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